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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses the design of an integrated oscillator for space applications. The oscillator is an 

important block in electronic devices which work on the principle of oscillation. The oscillators can be 

designed from a wide range of well-known topologies. However, not all types of the oscillators can be 

integrated. The crystal oscillator is one of the oscillators which is impossible to integrate into CMOS 

technology. In this thesis, an LC oscillator with the central frequency of 1.024 GHz is designed and by using 

a frequency divider, an output of 16 MHz is obtained to replace an equivalent crystal oscillator. As the 

oscillation frequency changes with temperature, a voltage controller connected to a varactor was the 

technique selected to compensate the frequency variation. In order to compensate variations at PVT 

corners, a calibration structure was used. A temperature sensor will generate the reference voltage to be 

used by the voltage controller to control the oscillation frequency. The designed LC Oscillator dissipates 

27.8mW while exhibiting ±256ppm frequency error over the process, ±10% variation in the power supply 

voltage and from -10 to 90 oC. The design was done using a 130 nm CMOS Technology node.      
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RESUMO 

Esta tese tem como tema o projecto de osciladores de precisão em circuito integrado para aplicações 

espaciais. Os osciladores são um bloco muito importante em inúmeros sistemas eletrónicos para gerar um 

sinal sinusoidal. Existem muitas topologias possíveis para a sua implementação, no entanto nem todos os 

tipos de osciladores podem sem integrados. Os osciladores de cristal são uma classe desses blocos que 

não pode ser completamente integrada. Esta tese tem como objetivo o projecto de um oscilador LC de 

16MHz que possa substituir um de cristal. Foi desenhado um oscilador LC com frequência central de 

1.024GHz seguido de um divisor de frequência a fim de se obter uma saída com 16MHz. A frequência do 

oscilador varia com a temperatura e com o processo. A fim de compensar estas variações é utilizado um 

sensor de temperatura. O oscilador LC dissipa uma potência de 27.8mW com um desvio de frequência de 

±256ppm em corners com uma variação de ±10% na alimentação e num intervalo de temperaturas de -

10ºC a +90ºC. O projecto foi desenvolvido numa tecnologia CMOS de 130nm. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This first chapter details the motivation for this work, describes the defined goals and, finally, presents the 

structure of this document. 

1.1     Motivation 

Electronic devices make our life easier. In general, an electronic device is a combination of different blocks 

of a circuit within analogue and digital circuits. The oscillator represents an important block in a 

communication system because tuning a radio, checking the time, use of cellular phone or picking up a 

portable receiver relies on a properly working oscillator [1]. An oscillator is an important block in electronic 

devices, being used for example to produce periodic oscillating signals such as sine or square wave. In this 

project, an oscillator will be designed as an integrated circuit using a CMOS technological node. 

An oscillator is a relevant component of electronics and is widely used in many systems, e.g., 

communication systems, digital systems, and test equipment.  To name a few, the television and radio need 

to broadcast signals from the transmitters and all these signals are being generated by the oscillator. There 

are many benefits of implementing the oscillator as part of the integrated circuit. Integrating the oscillator 

into CMOS Technology will reduce the size, power, and cost as well as improved reliability. The quartz 

crystal (XTAL) resonator and crystal oscillator (XO) is widely used as a frequency reference in numerous 

applications [2]. Despite XTALs and XO being excellent frequency references due to the intrinsic high 

quality (Q) factor, high frequency accuracy and low frequency temperature coefficient (fTC), both the 

oscillators blocks are difficult to integrate. The alternative solution is to use high-Q MEMS resonators 

integrated into a microelectronic process technology, which will replace XTAL [2]. However, it is still 

challenging to integrate into CMOS technologies due to difficulties in packaging and process integration, 

poor power handling, limited frequency trimming and large fTC [2]. 

Considering those challenges, a design of an integrated oscillator, which will replace crystal oscillator, was 

proposed as work for this thesis. The implementation of a circuit will be done in CMOS UMC 130 nm 

technology. 
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1.2     Objectives 

The main objectives of this thesis are to design a 16 MHz LC Oscillator integrated into a CMOS 130 nm 

technology node for space applications. This objective is based on Aerospace Company, Thales Alenia 

Space, where they need the oscillator with this output.     

The following goals are set for this project: 

• 16 MHz output clock having 50% duty cycle  

The output frequency of oscillator must have 16 MHz with the duty cycle of 50%. The central frequency of 

1.024 GHz of the oscillator will be divided by frequency dividers to get desired output frequency.  

• ±500 ppm peak frequency variation 

The total frequency error of the oscillator should be limited to ±500 ppm. The central frequency of 1.024 

GHz will have maximum frequency value of 1.024512 GHz and the minimum frequency value of 1.023488 

GHz as a peak variation. And the output frequency (16 MHz) of the integrated oscillator will have a 

maximum frequency of 16.008 MHz and a minimum of 15.992 MHz. The peak frequency variation (𝑑𝑓) for 

the 16MHz at ±500 ppm will be 8 kHz. 

• Functional temperature range -55oC to 125oC 

All the components such as MOS transistors, Inductors and Capacitors in the project will be from CMOS 

UMC 130 nm technology. The functional temperature for those components will range from -55oC to 125oC.  

• Performance temperature range: -10oC to 90oC 

For this project, the performance temperature range for the circuit must be between -10oC and 90oC. The 

difference between functional temperature and performance temperature is; the circuit will work at the range 

of functional temperature but not necessarily at the specification of the circuit. On the other hand, 

performance temperature means, the circuit design should operate at the specification. The company, 

Thales Alena Space is going to use the designed oscillator in the space chamber.    

• Configuration bits possible for initial tuning and eventually temperature drift compensation 

The change in frequency with temperature for the oscillator will use a temperature sensor to compensate 

it. 

• Supply of 3.3 V  

The power supply for this project will use 3.3 V. 
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• Power Consumption  

The overall circuit where LC Oscillators along with the other sub circuits will be designed to consume as 

much as low (30mW) power.  

1.3     Outline 

This document content 5 chapters. The contents of the document are structured as follows: 

The first chapter gives a quick introduction to the project based on the motivation and goals. The objectives 

of a project are also presented. 

The second chapter presents a basic concept of the oscillator followed by the state of the art in LC oscillator 

and related circuits. Moreover, the comparison between LC oscillators and topology selection for this project 

will be discussed. Here, the explanation of the proposed solution for this project is also done. The topology 

for the project, specification, and reason for the selection are presented. 

The third chapter explains the blocks used and designed to obtain the desired circuit. The sizing of the 

component for the project is presented and discussed. 

In chapter four, the simulations and results are presented. It also stresses on how these results were 

obtained and small improvements on the design. 

In the last chapter, the conclusion of this work and future works are discussed.  
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2 BACKGROUND & STATE OF THE ART 

In this chapter, a brief background on oscillators is presented followed by a state-of-the-art analysis, which 

is focused on the most relevant oscillator design approaches for this project. 

2.1     Overview of Oscillator Topologies 

An oscillator is an electronic circuit which produces an electronic signal, which may be sinusoidal or square 

wave type. The oscillator basically is the feedback system and is widely used in many electronic circuits. 

2.1.1    Basic principle of Oscillator 

The basic principle of an oscillator circuit is presented in Figure 2-1. This Figure represents the basic 

oscillator feedback circuitry. The simplified mathematic expression will be drawn from Figure 2-1 

A

  

Attenuator β 

Vin -β.Vout    Vin Vout

Voutβ.Vout

Vf

Open Loop 

Amplifier

-

+

 

Figure 2-1 - Oscillator Feedback. 

where β is the feedback fraction. 

From above Figure, the oscillator gain without feedback is given by  

𝐴 =
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
 

 
2.1 

 
𝐴 × 𝑉𝑖𝑛 = Vout 2.2 

where 𝐴 is the open loop voltage gain. 

The oscillator gain with feedback 
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𝐴(𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝛽𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡) = 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 2.3 
 
 

𝐴 × 𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝐴 × 𝛽 × 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 2.4 

where β and 𝐴 × 𝛽 are the feedback fraction and loop gain respectively. 

Simplifying Equation 2.3 and 2.4, 

𝐴 × 𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡(1 + 𝐴𝛽) 2.5 

where (1 + 𝐴𝛽) is the feedback factor. 

Simplifying Equation 2.5, 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
= 𝐺𝑣 =

𝐴

1 + 𝐴𝛽
 

 

2.6 

where 𝐺𝑣 is the closed loop gain. 

The Equation 2.6 is the Barkhausen’s criteria for oscillation. The oscillator circuit generates a continuous 

voltage waveform at the desired frequency. The values of the inductors, capacitors or resistors form a 

frequency selective LC resonant tank circuit. If the feedback factor is less than 1 (𝐴β<1), the feedback 

network is in attenuation situation and has gain less than 1. The oscillation starts when Aβ >1 which return 

to unity (Aβ=1) when the oscillation amplitude become periodic and reach the normal output value [3].  

2.1.2    Resonance Frequency 

Figure 2-3 shows the resonance frequency (fr) of the LC tank circuit from Figure 2-2. For the resonance to 

occurs in the tank circuit, the values of capacitive reactance (XC) and inductive reactance (XL) must be 

equal [4]. From Figure 2-3, if the capacitive reactance is greater than inductive reactance (XC > XL), then 

the output frequency will be lower than resonance frequency and vice versa. For LC tank, the resonance 

frequency will occur at capacitive reactance equal to inductive reactance (XC = XL). 

In  Figure 2-3, fr is the frequency, L is the inductor and C is the capacitor. 

To calculate the resonance frequency of the oscillator, Figure 2-3 will be considered and equations are as 

follows:  

The reactance of capacitive and inductive are given by: 

𝑋𝐿 = 2𝜋𝑓𝐿 2.7 
 

𝑋𝐶 =
1

2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 

 
2.8 

 

at resonance, XL = XC. Therefore, by simplifying Equation 2.9, Equation 2.11 is obtained. 

2𝜋𝑓𝐿 =
1

2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 

 
2.9 
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𝑓 =
√1

√(2𝜋)2𝐿𝐶
 

 
2.10 

 
 

Therefore, the resonant frequency of an LC Oscillator is given by 

𝑓𝑟 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
 

2.11 

  

i

+

-

V
L C

 

Figure 2-2 – LC Circuit diagram. 
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Figure 2-3 - Resonance frequency of LC tank circuit. 

2.2     Classification of Oscillators 

The classification of oscillators is shown in Figure 2-4. In this project, only, a sinusoidal oscillator (crystal 

and LC) are studied. Since crystal oscillator is difficult to integrate into CMOS technology as mentioned in 

chapter 1, the alternative oscillators which can be integrated are LC and RC oscillators. The LC oscillator 

is preferred over the RC oscillator in this project because it allows a higher oscillation frequency and also a 

better Q factor. A brief definition of each oscillator will be explained in the next sections. 
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Oscillators

Sinusoidal Relaxation

RC LC Crystal RC Emitter type

Output: sinewave Output: Triangular, square & sawtooth

 

Figure 2-4 - Classification of Oscillators. 

2.2.1    Sinusoidal Oscillator 

The Sinusoidal Oscillator is a subclass of the oscillators that, as the name suggests, produce a sine wave 

and has a constant amplitude and output frequency. This oscillator is also called as Harmonic Oscillator 

[4]. 

✓ RC Oscillator 

The RC feedback oscillator is generally limited to a lower frequency at 1 MHz. This oscillator uses resistors 

and capacitors to generate the signal. Some examples of RC oscillator are the Wein-Bridge and the Phase-

Shift Oscillator [4]. 

✓ LC Oscillator 

The LC oscillators are commonly used in radio-frequency circuits. The tank circuit consists of an inductor 

and the capacitor. Some examples of LC oscillators are the Cross-Coupled and the Colpitts oscillator [4]. 

✓ Crystal Oscillator 

The crystal oscillator uses a quartz crystal to generate a highly stabilized output signal whose frequency is 

up to 10 MHz. One example of the crystal oscillator is the piezo-oscillator [4]. 

2.2.2    Relaxation Oscillator 

This oscillator is also called as Non-Sinusoidal Oscillator which produces a complex output that changes 

from one condition to another. The common waveforms for this oscillator are square-wave, triangular-wave 

and sawtooth-wave [4]. 

2.3     Type of Oscillators Studied 

In this thesis, three types of oscillators are studied, namely, the Crystal, the Cross-Coupled and the Colpitts 

oscillator. The Cross-Coupled and Colpitts oscillators are both LC oscillators.   
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2.3.1    Crystal Oscillator 

The quartz crystal (XTAL) is a piezo-electrical material. The electric field causes a mechanical displacement 

and vice versa. The crystal oscillator acts as a very-high Q-tuned network, permitting vibration at its 

resonant frequency. Figure 2-5 shows the equivalent circuits of quartz crystal which contains series LCR 

circuits that represent the resonant mode of the XTAL. The capacitor C0 is the physical capacitor that results 

from the parallel plate capacitance [5]. 

 

Figure 2-5 - Typical crystal (a) Electrode model and (b) Electrical lumped model. 

The XTAL and crystal oscillator (XO) cannot be integrated into CMOS technology. Even though they are 

excellent frequency references because of their intrinsic high quality (Q) factor, high frequency accuracy, 

and low frequency temperature coefficient, they still remain difficult to integrate into a CMOS technology 

[2].  

In the paper [2], it shows the XO replacement by trimmed and temperature-compensated LC oscillator and 

its implementation in CMOS technology was demonstrated. Therefore, in this thesis, the LC oscillators are 

studied for the trimming and temperature-compensation to be integrated in a CMOS UMC 130 nm 

technology. 

2.3.2    Colpitts Oscillator 

The Colpitts is the LC Oscillator (LCO) shown in Figure 2-6. In the past, the Colpitts oscillator circuit was 

the preferred topology when the transistor was expensive as it required only a transistor in the circuit. 

However, now transistors are essentially free and Colpitts oscillators remain popular because it requires a 

single pin to connect to an external resonator and no coupled inductor [6]. 

The Colpitts Oscillator uses only a transistor. The tank circuit contains C1, C2 and L. The emitter terminal 

of the transistor is connected to the junction of C1 and C2. The resistors, R1 and R2 provide the stabilizing 

DC bias for the transistor, MN. The other capacitors act as DC-blocking bypass capacitors. A radio-

frequency choke (RFC) is connected to the collector of the transistor to provide a high reactance at the 

oscillation frequency.  
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The Colpitts oscillator is mostly used as a Variable Frequency Oscillator (VFO). The variable inductor is 

used for tuning. If a capacitor is used for tuning, a third capacitor should be connected in parallel to an 

inductor. The oscillation frequency of the Colpitts Oscillator is given by: 

𝑓𝑜 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶𝑇

 
 

2.12 

where 𝐶𝑇 is the capacitance of C1 and C2 and given by: 

𝐶𝑇 =
𝐶1 × 𝐶2

𝐶1 + 𝐶2
 

 

2.13 

However, the obtained oscillation frequency will be slightly lower due to the junction capacitance and 

resistive loading of the transistor. The Colpitts LC oscillator can be trimmed and temperature compensated. 

It can also be integrated in a CMOS technology [7].  

C1

C2

L

C3

C4

R1

R2

MN

RFC

Output

V+

GND

Tank

 

Figure 2-6 - Colpitts Circuit. 

2.3.3    Cross-Coupled Oscillator 

The cross-coupled oscillator is the LC Oscillator (LCO). It contains a tank circuit and a cross-coupled pair 

(XCP). The XCP serve as a negative resistance or a negative impedance converter in a small signal 

operation. It also acts as a regenerative circuit in a large signal operation. The Figure 2-7 represents the 

cross-coupled oscillator (CCO). The L1, L2, C1 and C2 create a tank circuit. The transistor M1 and M2 is 

the cross-coupled circuit which will provide the negative resistance to start the oscillation and they are the 

NMOS transistors. 
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L1

C1

M2M1

vdd

out_p out_n

Idc

L1

C1

 

Figure 2-7 - Cross-Coupled Oscillator Circuit. 

Redrawing the Figure 2-7, the oscillator can be view as a lossy resonator where 2L1, C1/2, and 2𝑅𝑝 are 

tied to the port of an active circuit, M1, M2, and Idc as shown in Figure 2-8.  

 

M2
M1

out_p out_n

2Rp

Idc

Z1
C1/2

2L1

vdd

 

Figure 2-8 - Load tank and negative resistance of CC Circuit. 

The equivalent circuit for Figure 2-7 is shown in Figure 2-9. In order to ensure the oscillation condition, we 

the gain of the transistors and the tank resistance should be known. To know the gain and tank resistance, 

a calculation of the gain of the transistors are made using the Figure 2-9. 
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gm2v2
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Figure 2-9 - Equivalent Circuit of CCO. 

Now, from Figure 2-9: 

𝑉1 − 𝑉2 = 𝑉𝑥 2.14 

𝐼𝑥 = −𝑔𝑚1𝑉1 = 𝑔𝑚2𝑉2 2.15 

it follows that  

𝑉𝑥

𝐼𝑥

= − (
1

𝑔𝑚1

+
1

𝑔𝑚2

) 
 

2.16 

which, for 𝑔𝑚1 = 𝑔𝑚2
, reduces to  

𝑉𝑥

𝐼𝑥

= −
2

𝑔𝑚

 
 

2.17 

For oscillation to occur, the negative resistance, 𝑅𝑝 must cancel the loss of the tank: 

2

𝑔𝑚

≤ 2𝑅𝑝 
2.18 

Hence  

𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑝 ≥ 1 2.19 

The choice of 𝑔𝑚  (gain) of the cross-coupled transistors of Figure 2-7 can be chosen slightly greater than 

𝑅𝑝 of the tank to ensure oscillation [3]. 

The total active, 𝑔𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and tank, 𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘  conductance for the Figure 2-7 is given by: 

𝑔𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 =
𝑔𝑑𝑠

𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
 

2.20 

𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑔𝑐𝑎𝑝 +
𝑔𝑑𝑠

𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
 

2.21 
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2.4     LCO Topology and Reason for Choosing  

The cross coupled oscillator was chosen over crystal and Colpitts oscillator. As discussed in 2.3.1, the 

Colpitts oscillator is difficult to integrate into CMOS technology. In Table 2-1, the comparison between 

Cross-Coupled and Colpitts oscillator are shown. The Cross-Coupled oscillator was chosen over Colpitts 

because of higher start up time and type of circuit used.     

Table 2-1 - Comparison between Cross-Coupled and Colpitts oscillator. 

 
Cross-coupled 

oscillator 
Colpitts Oscillator 

Freq (𝑓0) 𝑓0 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿1𝐶1
 

𝑓0 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿1 [
𝐶1𝐶2

𝐶1 + 𝐶2
]

 

Startup 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑝 ≥ 2 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑝 ≥ 6.25 

Type of the circuit Differential Single ended 

 

The LCO which will be used in this project is the Double Cross-Coupled Oscillator (DCCO) as shown in 

Figure 2-10. The central frequency of the oscillator will be 1.024 GHz to maximize the Q factor of the 

inductor and minimize the clock divider ratio for the 16MHz output. To get desired frequency, sizing of the 

transistors and bias setting will be considered and the passive LC tank [8].  The LC tank was preferred over 

RC or ring oscillator because of its robustness in phase response. Moreover, the design is simple as it uses 

minimum components whereby it reduces the chip area and avoids the complex interconnection [9].  

It was explained in 2.3.3 about the single Cross-Couple Oscillator, the transistor will contribute with a 

negative resistance. In order to have more transconductance for the same current consumption, a CMOS 

structure will be used in this thesis instead of the only NMOS.  
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L1

C1

GND

    out_p out_n

ibias   

MN4

MP2MP1

MN3

MN2MN1

vdd

 

Figure 2-10 - Double Cross-Coupled Oscillator Circuit. 

When the oscillator designs, the designer always aims to have minimum phase noise and power 

consumption for the given oscillation frequency. To have low power consumption, the bias current needs 

to be small. However, this will result in large parasitic effect in the circuit and increase the phase noise. 

Furthermore, to have low phase noise, high output voltage swing is required which will result in increasing 

the power consumption. Therefore, this tradeoff is shown in Equation 2.22, where 𝜔0 is the oscillation 

frequency, 𝑃𝑑𝑐 is the DC power consumption, ∆𝜔 is the offset from the output frequency and 𝐿(∆𝜔) is the 

oscillator phase noise. The oscillator phase noise is given by Equation 2.23, where 𝑄 is the loaded quality 

factor of the oscillator, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑔 is the oscillation 

output power, 𝐹 is the noise factor of the amplifier and ∆𝜔1/𝑓3 is the corner frequency between 𝜔1/𝑓2 and 

𝜔1/𝑓3  portion of the phase spectrum [10]. The phase noise will shift the zero crossing and it is important to 

have minimum phase noise [3].   

𝐹𝑂𝑀 = 𝐿(∆𝜔) + 10 log [
𝑃𝑑𝑐

1𝑚𝑊
.  (

∆𝜔

𝜔0

)
2

] 
 

2.22 

 

𝐿(∆𝜔) = 10log {
2𝐹𝑘𝑇

𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑔

[1 + (
𝜔0

2𝑄∆𝜔
)

2

] (1 +
∆𝜔1/𝑓3

|∆𝜔|
)}   

 

2.23 

The oscillation condition for Figure 2-10, should fulfill Equation 2.24, where 𝛼 is the small-signal loop gain. 

The 𝑔𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 in Equation 2.26 and 𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 in Equation 2.25 are the active and the tank conductance 

respectively.  

𝛼 × max (𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘) ≤ 𝑔𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 2.24 
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𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑔𝑐𝑎𝑝 +
𝑔𝑑𝑠

𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
+

𝑔𝑑𝑠
𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
 

 

2.25 

 

𝑔𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 =
𝑔𝑑𝑠

𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
+

𝑔𝑑𝑠
𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑠

2
 

 

2.26 

2.5     Circuit Comparison 

In Table 2-2, the summaries of the recently published paper on LCO is shown.  

From Table 2-2, the important parameters which need to be considered while designing the oscillator are 

shown. While designing oscillators the parameters such as phase noise, power consumption and Figure of 

Merit are taken into consideration in all the papers in the reference shown below.  

In this thesis, all the parameter which consider important in the shown references will be considered besides 

treating the frequency compensation as an important factor. As the thesis objective is frequency stability, 

the focus will be on frequency stability. The LCO without other sub circuits will be designed with the central 

frequency of 1.024GHz with the power consumption of 5mW. 

Table 2-2 - Comparison of Recently published LCO. 

Reference 
Oscillation 
Frequency 

(GHz) 

𝐿(∆𝜔) 
(dBc/Hz) 

Power 
(mW) 

TECH. 
(um) 

FOM 
(dBc/Hz) 

∆𝜔 
(MHz) 

Supply 
Voltage 

(V) 
Year 

[11] 2 -130.0 2.40 0.13 -192.2 1.0 1.2 2017 

[12] 18.89 -103.4 0.23 0.13 -195.4 1.0  2012 

[9] 30. -105.0 0.38 0.09 -198.7 1.0 1.8 2017 

[13] 2 -118.0 0.23 0.13 -190.4 1.0 1.2 2017 

[14] 2.4 -128.1 6.90 0.18 -187.3 1.0 1.8 2011 

[15] 94 -98.3 8.30 0.09 -188.5 1.0 1.0 2017 

[16] 2.8 -120.1 4.30 0.18 -182.7 1.0 1.8 2015 

[17] 9.8 -97.5 1.54 0.18 -175.5 1.0  2014 

[18] 2.42 -119.7 0.51 0.09 -190.2 1.0 1.8 2012 

[19] 2.16 -106.2 0.52 0.09 -183.6 1.0 1.2 2011 

[20] 2.4 -120.9 0.62 0.13 -186.8 1.0 1.2 2012 

Spec 1.024 -120.0 5.00 0.13 -179.0 0.512 3.3 2018 

 

2.6     Conclusion 

The literature review was carried out with the objective to learn how circuits are designed. The most relevant 

reference, [2] was the starting point for this project. Based on this reference, topology was proposed, and 

the task was to carry out to meet the specification given by Thales Alenia Space from Chapter 3.  
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3 CIRCUIT DESIGN 

This chapter will present an oscillator circuit framework and the design. Each stage of the circuit, the 

component used, and the characterization is also explained.   

3.1     Proposed Topology 
The proposed topology (integrated oscillator) for this project is in Figure 3-1. The oscillator topology has 

different sub-circuits. Each sub-circuit has different components. 

L1 C1 %64

Temperature 

Sensor

C2

C3

vctrl

Itail

3.3 V

16 MHz

Cf <0:3>Cv 

S2

C4

S1

-gm

+

-

-

+

1.024GHz LCO fTC Compensation Switch comparator

Freq. Dividers

 
Figure 3-1 - Proposed Topology (integrated oscillator). 

It has different parts to fulfill the specification mentioned in Table 3-1. The different parts of the topology 

are; 

• LCO which consists of LC tank and cross-couple circuit 

In this section, the oscillator will be designed to a central frequency of 1.024 GHz. However, the oscillation 

frequency of the oscillator varies with the temperature. In order to solve that issue, a temperature sensor 

will be used to compensate the frequency drift. Before using the temperature sensor, with varactor and 

Vctrl, the circuit will be evaluated whether the frequency can be compensated or not.   

• fTC Compensation 

Two equally size varactors will be connected in parallel to the LC tank where Vctrl will be connected to it. 

That will control the oscillation frequency as a capacitance of a varactor is controlled by an input DC voltage, 

Vctrl.  
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• CMOS Switch 

This section of a block will compensate the capacitance value to the corners. The idea behind for using this 

switch is that some corners will have lower and higher frequency than the desired frequency. So, with the 

switch, the capacitance will be compensated to get desired frequency across process corners. To control 

the switches, depends on the circuit corners and requires the use of an external circuit to program it based 

on the oscillation frequency.  

• Comparator 

The output of the oscillator will be feed to the comparator. The comparator converts the LC oscillator 

voltages to a digital signal to be used by the digital divider to get the 16 MHz output.  

• Frequency Dividers 

The oscillation frequency of the LCO is 1.024 GHz. The integrated oscillator has a specification which 

should meet 16 MHz output frequency. To obtain the required output frequency, the frequency divider will 

be connected to the output of the oscillator to divide the frequency. Dynamic latch circuits will be used to 

minimize the power consumption.  

• Temperature Sensor 

The temperature sensor will generate the control voltage, Vctrl, which will create a temperature-dependent 

voltage reference. If the slope of the oscillator is positive for frequency versus temperature, then the 

temperature sensor should design to have the negative slope to compensate the frequency.  

3.2    Specification 

For this thesis, the specification for the integrated oscillator is in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 - Specification of the Integrated Oscillator. 

Output 
(MHz) 

Peak Variation 
(ppm) 

Functional Temp. 
(oC) 

Performance 
Temp. (oC) 

Supply Voltage 
(V) 

16 ± 500 -55 to 125 -10 to 90 3.3 

 

The output of the integrated oscillator must be 16 MHz with the duty cycle of 50%. The accuracy in terms 

of total frequency error must be ± 500 ppm. The functional temperature of the components from UMC 130 

nm CMOS Technology must be within the range of -55 and 125oC.  The performance temperature range 

for this circuit must be -10 to 90oC and the power supply is 3.3 V.  
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3.3 Component Characterization 

To analyze the circuit, understanding each component’s characteristics is essential. All the information of 

the devices used in the project is obtained from the model documents. A brief analysis of the components 

is presented in the following sections. 

3.3.1    MOSFETs 

The metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), is the common component in the design 

of the analog circuits due to its properties and simple structure. The two types of structures for these 

components, are N-type & P-type which is known as NMOS and PMOS transistors. Figure 3-2 illustrates 

the symbols of the NMOS and PMOS. 

NMOS PMOS
 

Figure 3-2 - MOSFET Symbols. 

The scaling parameters for the components are width “WF”, length “LF” and the multiplicity “M”. The corner 

section is defined in Table 3-2. To know more about the corner process, a brief discussion can be found in 

chapter 4, in section 4.3.  

Table 3-2 - Corner section for MOSFET. 

Case TT SS SF FS FF 

Definition Typical case N & P Slow N Slow P Slow N Fast P Fast N Slow P Fast N Fast P 

 

The three regions of operation for the MOSFET is illustrated in Table 3-3.  

Table 3-3 - Three Region of operation (MOSFET). 

Type Region Condition 

 

N-channel MOSFET 

Cut off 𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 𝑉𝑇 

Triode 𝑉𝐷𝑆 ≤ 𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇 

Saturation 𝑉𝐷𝑆 > 𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇 

 

P-channel MOSFET 

Cut off 𝑉𝐺𝑆 = |𝑉𝑇| 

Triode 𝑉𝐷𝑆 ≤ 𝑉𝐺𝑆 − |𝑉𝑇| 

Saturation 𝑉𝐷𝑆 > 𝑉𝐺𝑆 − |𝑉𝑇| 

where  𝑉𝐺𝑆 is a gate to source voltage, 𝑉𝑇 threshold voltage, and 𝑉𝐷𝑆 drain to source voltage. 
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3.3.2    Inductor 

An inductor is basically a coil that stores the energy in the magnetic field when current flow through it. 

Inductance is defined by Equation 3.1.  

𝐿 =
𝜙

𝐼
 

3.1 

where 𝜙 is the magnetic flux, 𝐼 is the current and their ratio is the inductance, 𝐿. 

The example of inductor (L_NWSY20K_RFVIL) layout is shown in Figure 3-3. The symmetric inductor is 

built in a circular shape on the thick top metal (Cu, 2μm thickness). The cross-over under path uses metal 

which is one layer below the top metal. The current model supports only 1P6M process, which means the 

top metal layer is M6 placed above an N well. The outer diameter (OD), metal trace width (W), spacing (S), 

and a number of turns (NT) are the major variables to design the planar inductors. It has a MIN, TYP, and 

MAX as a corner section. 

 

Figure 3-3 - Example layout [21]. 

To choose the size of an inductor, two rules should be followed, based on Equation 3.2 and 3.3. Fulfilling 

those rules will avoid the DRC errors.  

𝑜𝑑
2

− 𝑛𝑡 × 𝑤 − (𝑛𝑡 − 1) × 𝑠

√2
≥

3 × 𝑤 − 2 × 𝑠

2
 

 

3.2 

 

 

√[
𝑜𝑑

2
− (𝑛𝑡 − 1). (𝑤 + 𝑠)]

2

− [
3. 𝑤 + 2. 𝑠

2
]

2

− √[
𝑜𝑑

2
− (𝑛𝑡 − 1). (𝑤 + 𝑠) − 𝑤]

2

 

− [
3. 𝑤 + 2. 𝑠

2
]

2

< 12𝑒 − 6 

 

 

 

3.3 
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3.3.3    Capacitor 

A capacitor is a passive electronic component that stores energy in the form of an electrostatic field. The 

capacitance value is given by Equation 3.4. 

𝐶 =
𝑄

𝑉
 

3.4 

where 𝑄 is the charge across the plate and 𝑉 is the voltage across the capacitor. 

To form a capacitor in CMOS process, a layer of polysilicon called poly2 is added. This capacitor is called 

poly-poly capacitor for MOSFET formation. A typical value of temperature coefficient of a capacitor, 𝑇𝐶𝐶 

for a poly2 capacitor is 20𝑝𝑝𝑚/℃. The capacitance as a function of temperature is given by Equation 3.5 

[22].   

𝐶(𝑇) = 𝐶(𝑇0). [1 + 𝑇𝐶𝐶. (𝑇 − 𝑇0)] 3.5 

  

where 𝐶(𝑇0) is the capacitance as 𝑇0. 

A capacitor (MOMCAP) which is used in designing the LC tank for oscillator has a scaling parameter: L, 

the finger length, NF, the finger number per layer, and NM, the metal layer number.  

3.3.4    Varactor 

A varactor is a variable capacitor where its capacitance value will be changed mechanically or electronically. 

The main function of this varactor in the LC circuit is to set the resonance frequency.  

The sub-circuit of the varactor (varmis_33_rf) in Figure 3-4 has 3 ports: gate, nwell and psub. It has three 

input parameters namely gate finger length in m (L), gate finger width in m (W) and gate finger number 

(NF). Regarding the corner section, it has the minimum capacitance (MIN), typical capacitance (TYP) and 

maximum capacitance (MAX).  

 

Figure 3-4 - Sub-circuit of the varactor [21]. 
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3.3.5    BJT – Vertical PNP 

The Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) is important component in the voltage reference circuit to generate 

the temperature dependent voltage. In this project, it was implemented in the temperature sensor circuit. 

The gain of the transistor (β), is given by Equation 3.6.  

𝛽 =
𝐼𝐶

𝐼𝐵

 3.6 

Where 𝐼𝐶 and 𝐼𝐵 are the currents flowing through collector and base respectively. In this case, the BJT will 

be configured as a diode, connecting the base with the collector terminal converts the base emitter voltage 

𝑉𝐸𝐵 into the fixed junction voltage [23].  

Figure 3-5 is the vertical NPN and PNP transistor implemented in CMOS process. The variable parameters 

are LE, the emitter length in meter and WE, the emitter width in meter. The BJT has three corner sections 

namely MIN, the minimum 𝛽 and maximum junction capacitance, TYP, the typical 𝛽 and capacitance and 

MAX, the maximum 𝛽 and minimum junction capacitance.  

p+ n+n+

p

N-well

Emitter (E) Base (B) Collector (C)

n+ p+p+

p

N-well

Emitter (E) Base (B) Collector (C)

a b

 

Figure 3-5 - (a) a vertical NPN transistor and (b) a vertical PNP transistor [23]. 

3.3.6    Resistor 

A resistor is a passive component which is used in an electronic circuit to reduce the current flow, adjust 

signals, and divide the voltage. In this project, a poly resistor which sub-circuit model name called rnhr_rf 

was implemented in temperature sensor to give the reference voltage. It has input parameter as shown in 

Table 3-4. The poly resistance is the one that suffers less due to variations in temperature. 

Table 3-4 - Input Parameter for rnhr_rf. 

Parameter Description 

L Length in m 

W Width in m 

M multiplicity 

D A space between Nwell edge to surrounding Psub tie. 
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The corner section is minimum resistance value (MIN), the typical resistance value (TYP) and the maximum 

resistance value (MAX). As temperature increases the value of the resistor goes up. The resistor values 

change according to the Equation 3.7. 

𝑅(𝑇) = 𝑅(𝑇0). (1 + 𝑇𝐶𝑅1. (𝑇 − 𝑇0) 3.7 

where  𝑇 is the actual temperature of the resistor. The first-order temperature coefficient of a resistor, 𝑇𝐶𝑅1 

is given by  

𝑇𝐶𝑅1 =
1

𝑅
.
𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑇
 

3.8 

3.4     Sub-Circuits 

After the familiarization of the components is done, the next step is the analysis and design of each stage 

of the circuit. 

3.4.1    LC Oscillator 

The first task was designing of the LCO. The cadence schematic of the LCO is illustrated in Figure 3-6. To 

have a short startup time for an oscillator, a current pulse (ipulse) is used as shown in Figure 3-6.    

 

L1

C1

GND

    out_p out_n

ibias   

MN4

MP2MP1

MN3

MN2
MN1

vdd

ipulse

 

Figure 3-6 - Schematic of LCO. 

The size of the capacitor and inductor was set to have an oscillation frequency of 1.024 GHz. The inductor 

size was fixed with a high quality factor to have minimum phase noise.  
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The oscillation frequency of the LCO is given by Equation 2.11. Based on the oscillation frequency and 

after choosing the inductor with high a quality factor, the size of the capacitor was calculated as shown from 

Equation 3.9. 

To choose the size of the inductor, two rules were used, based on Equation 3.2 and 3.3. Fulfilling those 

rules will avoid the DRC errors. Substituting the values from Table 3-4 to equation 3.2 and 3.3, the two rules 

are fulfilled.  

To find the value of a capacitor (𝐶1), the value of L1 = 16.53 nH and  𝑓0 = 1.024 GHz, 

1.024 𝐺𝐻𝑧 =  
1

2𝜋 √𝐿1𝐶1
 

 

3.9 

 

𝐶1 = 1.461 𝑝𝐹 3.10 

 

From Equation 3.10, the value of C1 is 1.461 pF. The value of a capacitor is 67.75 fF. The multiplicity 

needed for the capacitor is approximately 21 (1.462 pF/67.75 fF) in order to make 1.461 pF. However, as 

the central frequency was lower than the required frequency in simulation result, the total capacitance value 

should be decreased. To decrease the capacitance value, the number of the multiplicity of the capacitor is 

decreased.  

The sizing parameter for the inductor and a capacitor are shown in Table 3-5 and Table 3-6 respectively. 

For a capacitor, L is the Finger Length, NF is the Finger Number, NM is the number of Metal Layer, D is 

the spacing of Psub Tie to Nwell, and M is the Multiplicity. 

Table 3-5 - Sizing parameter for the Inductor. 

OD (um) W(um) S (um) NT Q Value (nH) 

257 3 4 5 11.6 16.53 

 

Table 3-6 - Sizing parameter for the capacitor. 

L (um) NF NM D (nm) Value (fF) M 

20 10 3 500 67.75 21 

 

The size of the NMOS (MN3 and MN4) and PMOS (MP1 and MP2) are set in such a way that they will 

provide a negative resistance higher than the LC tank. The size was set starting from the minimum and 

started to increase the multiplicity of MOS until oscillation started. 

The sizing of the PMOS and NOMS which start the oscillator are shown in Table 3-7. For the PMOS and 

NMOS, WF is the Gate Finger Width, LF is the Gate Length, NF is the Gate Finger Number, and M is the 

multiplicity. 
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Table 3-7 - Sizing of the NMOS and PMOS for the LCO. 

 
WF 
(um) 

LF (nm) NF M 

MP1 & MP2 5 500 2 30 

MN1 5 700 2 1 

MN2 5 700 2 15 

MN3 & MN4 5 500 2 10 

 

The transistor MN1 and MN2 are the NMOS current mirror which will provide bias current to the oscillator. 

The multiplicity of MN2 is 15 times higher than MN1 so that bias current will be higher than the input current.  

The test bench of LC oscillator is shown in Figure 3-7.   
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vdd
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vdc=3.3V

 

Figure 3-7 - Test Bench of LCO. 

After setting the sizing of the oscillator components, by keeping the sizing of the transistor at the minimum, 

the bias current setting is done to start the oscillation.  

3.4.2    LCO with varactor 

The main idea behind this project is to compensate the frequency which changes with the temperature. To 

compensate the frequency, we need a variable component. Two equally size varactors will be connected 

in parallel to the LC tank where Vctrl will be connected to it. That will control the oscillation frequency as 

the capacitance of varactor is controlled by an input DC voltage, Vctrl as illustrated in Figure 3-8.   
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Figure 3-8 - Schematic of LCO with varactor. 

Now, with the introduction of the varactor and Vctrl, the multiplicity of C1 of the LC tank need to be changed 

as the capacitance from the varactor has added to the LC tank. Therefore, the multiplicity of C1 was 

decreased from 21 to 15.  The parameter for varactor, C2, and C3 is shown in Table 3-8.  

Table 3-8 - Sizing parameter for Varactor. 

L (um) W (um) NF M Value (fF) 

2 10 4 5 375.67 

 

After calculating the oscillation frequency from Equation 3.8 and finalizing the parameter value for a 

varactor, test bench in Figure 3-9 is prepared for the simulation.  

𝑓𝑜 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿(𝐶0 + 𝐶𝑥)
 

3.8 

 

where 𝐶0 is the capacitance of C1 and 𝐶𝑥 is the capacitance of varactor (C2 and C3). 
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Figure 3-9 - Test Bench of LCO with varactor. 

3.4.3    Current Mirror 

There are several currents mirrors in the whole topology, one at a bias current of the oscillator and several 

at temperature sensor circuit. One example of the current mirror is illustrated in Figure 3-10. That is the 

PMOS current mirror. The transistors MP1, MP2, and MP3 will act as current sources to the BJTs and copy 

the current to the output resistance (𝑅3), which convert the current to the voltage reference. 

MP1
MP2 MP3

vdd vdd vdd

I1 I2 I3

Vc Vc

R

 

Figure 3-10 - Current Mirror. 

If the output current (𝐼3) is not identical to 𝐼1 & 𝐼2, it will result in an error in the compensation temperature, 

due to a non-ideal current mirror. To improve the current mirror circuit, cascade circuit can be implemented. 

In this project, a simple current mirror is implemented. If all the transistors work in saturation mode, their 

𝑉𝑆𝐺 are equal and the channel length modulation effect is neglected, this assures an accurate copy of the 

current [23].  

3.4.4    Comparator 

The input buffer used here is n-flavor input buffer. The input buffer is receiver circuits in CMOS chips which 

are required in high-speed, board-level design to change the distorted signals transmitted between chips 
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into well-defined digital signals with the correct pulse widths and amplitude. The position of the buffer 

determines the correctness of the output signals. For example, the waveform in Figure 3-11 shows that if 

the input signals are sliced too high or low, the output signals’ width is incorrect [22].  

Buffer input data

Buffer output data

(a) Correct pulse width

Decision level

(b) Decision level too high (c) Decision level too low
 

Figure 3-11 - Timing errors in regenerating digital data [22]. 

The schematic for an n-flavor input buffer for high-speed digital design is illustrated in Figure 3-12. The 

complementary output of LCO is feed to the two inputs of the comparator.   

out
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gnd

vdd

vdd vdd
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MP3

MN3
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Figure 3-12 - Schematic of a comparator. 

 

The working principle of the input buffer in Figure 3-12 is as follows: It has two inputs 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛 and 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝. For 

instance, if 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛 has input as DC voltage, say 0.65V. When the other input, 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 goes above 0.65 V, the 

output of the buffer changes the states from low to a high. The Equation 3.8 and 3.9 explain how the state 

changes. 

𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 > 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛 → 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = "1" 3.8 
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𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 < 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛 → 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = "0" 3.9 

 

The input buffer is a self-biased circuit as it requires no external reference to set the current to the circuit. 

The gate of the MN4 is tied up to the gate of MP1. When 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 is larger than 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛, the current in the transistor, 

MN2 is larger than the current in the transistor, MN1. The current in MN1 flows through MP1 and is mirrored 

by MP2. Therefore, the current in MP2 is less than the current in MN2 which results in output, Vom to go 

towards the ground until the current in MN2 and MP2 become equal and the output of the inverter (MP3 

and MN3 act as an inverter), out to go high [24].  

The sizing parameter for the transistor is illustrated in Table 3-9 and the test bench (Figure 3-13) is prepared 

for checking the condition of the comparator, whether it is working properly.  

Table 3-9 - Sizing parameter of the transistors for the comparator circuit. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

MN1, MN2, MN3, & MN4 5 340 2 1 

MP1, MP2 & MP3 15 340 2 1 

 

vinp

vinn

vdd

Gnd

out

vdc=3.3V

vdc=vinn

 

Figure 3-13 - Test Bench of a comparator. 

3.4.5    CMOS Inverter 

For the digital circuit design, CMOS inverter act as a basic building block. The inverter will perform the logic 

operation of 0 to 1 and vice versa. In  Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15, it represents the schematic and test 

bench or logic symbol of inverter respectively. When the input to the inverter is connected to ground, the 

output is pulled to VDD through the PMOS device M2. Here M1 is off. Similarly, the output is pulled to 
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ground through NMOS device, M1 when the CMOS inverter has input VDD. In this case, the device M2 is 

off [25].  

M2

M1

input
output

vdd

g
n
d

 

Figure 3-14 - Schematic of an inverter. 

The important characteristics of CMOS inverter which will address in this project: for example, its output 

voltage swings from VDD to ground, unlike other logic families that never quite reach the supply levels. 

Another advantage for CMOS inverter is that it’s static power dissipation is practically zero [25].  In this 

project, an inverter is used in frequency divider to provide high and low to the complementary inputs. In 

Table 3-10, the sizing parameter of the transistors for the inverter which used in the thesis is illustrated.  

Table 3-10 - Sizing parameter of the transistor for the Inverter circuit. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

M1 5 340 2 1 

M2 15 340 2 1 
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output

vdc=3.3V
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Figure 3-15 - Test Bench of an inverter. 
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3.4.6    CMOS Switch 

The CMOS switch, Figure 3-16 is built by using NMOS and PMOS in parallel. The switch is a fundamental 

component of any dynamic circuit, analog or digital. The CMOS switch under DC condition doesn’t draw 

the current in its gate. Therefore, the gate control signal of the switch will not interfere on the information 

pass through. It also has low overall resistance despite passing logic high or logic low without a threshold 

voltage drop.  

The CMOS switch will be used to compensate the frequency at the corners.  

MN1 MN2

MP1
MP2

vdd

gnd

vn

Vctrl

vp

inverter

C4 C5

gnd

MN3

 

Figure 3-16 - Schematic of CMOS Switch with Capacitor. 

The capacitor, C4, and C5 are connected to the CMOS switch. To turn ON the switch, the MN1 and MN2 

are given high logic and low logic for MP1 and MP2 through Vctrl pin. To provide low logic to PMOS, an 

inverter is used. To avoid floating when the CMOS switch is off, NMOS switch (NN3) will turn on and connect 

vp and vn to an oscillator with zero capacitance. The sizing parameter of the transistor used for CMOS 

switch is in Table 3-11. 

Table 3-11 - Sizing parameter of the transistors for the CMOS switch circuit. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

MN1 &MN2 5 340 2 1 

MP1 & MP2 15 340 2 1 

 

3.4.7    Frequency Divider 

The frequency divider used here will be dynamic CMOS logic or a clocked CMOS latch. The basic idea 

behind for using the dynamic CMOS logic is to lower the power dissipation. The dynamic CMOS logic is 

the frequency divider of 2. In this project, the central frequency of the LCO is 1.024 GHz. To obtain the 

output of 16 MHz, a total of 6 dynamic CMOS logic is required to give 64 bit.  
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Figure 3-17 shows the schematic a clocked CMOS latch. When Q1 is a low, MP2 and MN1 are on. The 

master stage will act as an inverter. The D input drives, through an enabled master stage, the node N1. 

During this time, both MP4 and MN3 are off. The latch output, Q is a charge storage node. Similarly, when 

Q1 goes high, MP2 and MN1 will shut off and the note N is the charge storage node. The transistor MP4 

and MN3, and output, Q is actively driven either high or low [26].   
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Figure 3-17 - A clocked CMOS latch. 

After understanding the circuit of a clocked CMOS latch, a schematic is prepared as shown in Figure 3-18.  

The complementary inputs are feed to Q1 and Q1o through the inverter.  
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Figure 3-18 - Schematic of a clocked CMOS latch. 
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The test bench in Figure 3-19 for CMOS latch was prepared to make a frequency divider of 64 bits which 

will be connected to the output of the comparator to give the desired frequency. The sizing of the transistors 

for a clocked CMOS latch is in Table 3-12. 

Table 3-12 - Sizing parameter of the transistors for a clocked CMOS latch. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

MN1, MN2, MN3, & MN4 5 340 2 1 

MP1, MP2, MP3 & MP4 15 340 2 1 
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Figure 3-19 - Test Bench of 6 CMOS latches. 

3.4.8    Temperature Sensor 

The temperature sensor circuit is the important part of this project. It is responsible to compensate the 

variation in the output frequency with the temperature.   
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Analog temperature sensors create a temperature-dependent voltage reference. The 𝑓𝑇𝐶 is negative slope 

for the oscillator, thus temperature sensor must be the positive slope. The Figure 3-20 is the Proportional To 

Absolute Temperature, PTAT voltage which will generate 𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙.  

MP1 MP2 MP3

MN1 MN2

D1

D2,  K

R1

R2 L.R

VPTAT = I.L.R

I = (K.In K/q. R).T 

I1

I2

 

Figure 3-20 - Schematic of an analog PTAT voltage reference 

 A CMOS current mirror is used to generate equal current (𝐼1= 𝐼2), regardless of the supply voltage [27]. To 

promote the current flow through the resistor, the voltage drops across 𝐷2 (𝑉𝐷2) must be smaller than the 

one across 𝐷1. The size of the 𝐷2 should be greater than 𝐷1 to have the same amount of current flowing 

through both devices and the smaller voltage drop across 𝐷2. This happens because the value of the 

saturation current is directly proportional to the device junction area [28].  

Another possible solution to achieve the same current at different branches is by using equal devices and 

reduce 𝑉𝐷2. If K diode in parallel is used to implement 𝐷2, the current 𝐼 will flow equally through K device. 

The voltage drops across the diode 𝐷1  and 𝐷2 is can be expressed by  

𝑉𝐷1 =
𝑘

𝑞
. 𝑇. 𝐼𝑛 (

𝐼

𝐼𝑠1

) 
3.10 

 

 

𝑉𝐷2 =
𝑘

𝑞
. 𝑇. 𝐼𝑛 (

𝐼

𝐾𝐼𝑠1

) 
3.11 
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So, as the current flowing through each of the K devices in parallel is smaller than the current flowing on 

the left branch, through 𝐷1, 𝑉𝐷2 will be smaller than 𝑉𝐷1. Assuming two branches of the current mirror are 

matched, 𝐼𝐷1= 𝐼𝐷2 = 𝐼.  

hence 

𝑉𝐷1 = 𝑉𝐷2 + 𝑅. 𝐼 3.12 

Solving 3.10 and 3.11 by considering 𝐼𝑠1= 𝐼𝑠2 = 𝐼𝑠 as all transistors have the same size. 

𝐼 =
𝑘. 𝐼𝑛 𝐾

𝑞. 𝑅
. 𝑇 

3.13 

 

The current will be proportional to absolute temperature. However, the temperature coefficient of the 

resistor will distort the linearity of the PTAT current. In order to obtain a PTAT voltage, the current mirror by 

MP3, on the right branch of the circuit. The resistor on this branch defines the voltage at the output of the 

circuit. This voltage will be given by  

𝑉𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇 = 𝐼. 𝐿. 𝑅 3.14 

  

where 𝐿 is a scale factor between R1 and R2 used in the circuit.  

The change in reference voltage with temperature is given by  

𝜕(𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹)

𝜕𝑇
=

𝑛𝑘. 𝐿. 𝐼𝑛𝐾

𝑞
 3.15 

 

Using  𝑘 = 1.38 × 10−23  and 𝑞 = 1.6 × 10−19, the change of the reference voltage with temperature will be 

in 𝑚𝑉/𝐶. 

The temperature sensor is a self-biasing circuit, so, it required a startup circuit as shown in schematic in 

Figure 3-21. The startup circuit is used to avoid a zero-current state. It should also not interfere with the 

normal operation of the reference once the desired operating point is reached [29]. 
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Figure 3-21 - PTAT Schematic with Startup circuit. 

In Figure 3-22, it shows how reference voltage from the temperature sensor will compensate the frequency 

of the oscillator.  

 

Figure 3-22 - An Example of compensated frequency using temperature sensor. 

To implement the circuit into UMC 130 nm technology, the following transistor dimension was chosen, Table 

3-13.  
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Table 3-13 - Sizing parameter of the transistor for the temperature sensor. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

MN1& MN2 5 340 1 1 

MP1, MP2 & MP3 15 340 1 1 

     

 WF (nm) LF (um) NF M 

MP4 160 50 1 1 

MN3  160 50 1 30 

MN4 160 50 1 1 

 

3.5     LCO Topology   

After designing temperature sensor, the output of the temperature sensor is connected to the Vctrl as shown 

in Figure 3-23. The bias current was increased to 500uA from 200uA as shown in Figure 3-24. As the sub 

circuits are connected to LCO, it requires higher bias current to establish the proper operating conditions. 
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Figure 3-23 - LCO with the Temperature Sensor.  

The test bench, Figure 3-24 with all the sub-circuit is made for the final simulation.  
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Figure 3-24 - Test Bench for the LCO Topology. 

3.6     Summary 

In this chapter, a design of LCO and other sub-circuits are made. This design may not fulfill the specification 

of the project. The circuits will be modified based on simulation results to fulfill the specification. An 

additional circuit block may be required to get the desired result. In the next chapter, the simulation and 

result will be presented.    
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4 SIMULATIONS & RESULTS 

The proposed project is represented in the initial stage and workflows section. In this section, the design 

and validation of sub-circuits, from the Cadence environment design to the test-benches will be discussed. 

There are some sections of the circuit, where additional circuits are considered to fulfill the specification of 

the project.  

4.1     Initial Stage and Workflow 

The design of schematic circuits was done with the help of Cadence design environment. After the design 

of the circuit, the netlist was extracted and validated before it is used for simulation in ELDO mentor. In 

Figure 4-1, is illustrated a design in cadence environment. This graphical environment of the tool is essential 

for the designer, as it facilitates the generation of test-bench with the interface. 

 

Figure 4-1 - Example of design in cadence.  

The established workflow facilitates the execution of every step, considering possible issues and required 

time to design and optimize every block. The LCO was the first block to be designed following the design 

criteria presented in chapter 3. Figure 4-2 shows the workflow for this thesis. 
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The workflow has two phases. In the first phase, a design of LCO topology was made using a cross-coupled 

oscillator, comparator, and frequency divider to give the desired output (16 MHz). In the second phase, the 

calibration circuit is considered. Using the temperature sensor, the trimming of output frequency was done.  
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Figure 4-2 - Workflow of the project. 

 

4.2     Analyses 

The different type of analysis such as AC, DC and Transient analyses are made in this project. The circuit 

is checked with DC analysis to see an operating region of the transistors. For every block of the circuit, 

specific measurements were extracted from the simulations. 
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4.2.1    AC Analysis 

The AC analysis is a small signal analysis in the frequency domain. It was used to evaluate the components 

such as varactor behavior.  

4.2.2    DC Analysis 

In the case of the DC analysis, the DC operating point with a sweep of temperature from −55 ℃ to 125 ℃ 

was evaluated for the temperature sensor.  The measurements requested in the simulations are:  

• Output Voltage (𝑉𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇), 

• Current Consumption (𝐼𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇). 

4.2.3    Transient Analysis 

The important analysis in this project is the Transient analysis. The transient analysis is the calculation of 

a network’s response on arbitrary excitations which will result in branch currents and node voltage as a 

function of time. The transient analysis is basically used to simulate the power down mode, and the stability 

of the whole circuit, along with a particular case to determine the setup of the circuit. To check whether an 

oscillator is working properly, the transient analysis was used.  

4.3     Simulation Conditions 

The simulation conditions are highly influenced by the range of temperature (−55 ℃ to 125 ℃), the supply 

voltage (3.3 V), the current consumption per branch, and the models of devices which will impact the results. 

When those parameters vary from the typical conditions to maximum and minimum limits, where all the 

possible combinations are presented, these situations are called process corners. For the technology and 

also for the foundry (UMC 130 nm) used in this project, there are 64 corners and 1 typical condition, where 

all the combinations of parameters will take part in the simulations for an oscillator and the temperature 

sensor.  

4.3.1    Process Variation and Typical Design 

In the typical condition, the variation in parameters is considered as null. Figure 4-3 is the graphical 

representation of the process variation where the performance parameter (𝜃) of the typical condition shifts 

due to the variation of process parameter (г) [23].  
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Figure 4-3 - Graph of parameter performance against process corner variation [23]. 

The acceptable circuit performance range 𝐴𝜃, for 𝜃, in a specific requirement is defined by the Lower Control 

Limit (LCL) and the Upper Control Limit (ULC) [23].  

It was mention in the component discussion (Chapter 3) about each corner section for a different 

component. Based on those corner section, corner combination was made for the simulation. MOS has 5 

cases, and 3 cases for inductor, capacitor, and varactor. The maximum (125 oC) and minimum (-55 oC) 

temperature are also considered and make 2 cases. The minimum and maximum of ± 10 % of the supply 

voltage are also considered. After leaving the typical case for the components, for the technology UMC 130 

nm, there are 64 (4*2*2*2*2) corners and 1 typical condition. Table 4-1 is the corner combination for LCO 

where # is the corner case, MOS is the MOSFET, IND is the inductor, CAP is the capacitor, VDD is the 

supply voltage and temp is the temperature.  
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Table 4-1 - Corner Combination. 

# MOS IND CAP VDD temp # MOS IND CAP VDD temp 

1 SS Min Min Min -55 32 FF Max Max Max -55 

2 SF Min Min Min -55 33 SS Min Min Min 125 

3 FS Min Min Min -55 34 SF Min Min Min 125 

4 FF Min Min Min -55 35 FS Min Min Min 125 

5 SS Max Min Min -55 36 FF Min Min Min 125 

6 SF Max Min Min -55 37 SS Max Min Min 125 

7 FS Max Min Min -55 38 SF Max Min Min 125 

8 FF Max Min Min -55 39 FS Max Min Min 125 

9 SS Min Max Min -55 40 FF Max Min Min 125 

10 SF Min Max Min -55 41 SS Min Max Min 125 

11 FS Min Max Min -55 42 SF Min Max Min 125 

12 FF Min Max Min -55 43 FS Min Max Min 125 

13 SS Max Max Min -55 44 FF Min Max Min 125 

14 SF Max Max Min -55 45 SS Max Max Min 125 

15 FS Max Max Min -55 46 SF Max Max Min 125 

16 FF Max Max Min -55 47 FS Max Max Min 125 

17 SS Min Min Max -55 48 FF Max Max Min 125 

18 SF Min Min Max -55 49 SS Min Min Max 125 

19 FS Min Min Max -55 50 SF Min Min Max 125 

20 FF Min Min Max -55 51 FS Min Min Max 125 

21 SS Max Min Max -55 52 FF Min Min Max 125 

22 SF Max Min Max -55 53 SS Max Min Max 125 

23 FS Max Min Max -55 54 SF Max Min Max 125 

24 FF Max Min Max -55 55 FS Max Min Max 125 

25 SS Min Max Max -55 56 FF Max Min Max 125 

26 SF Min Max Max -55 57 SS Min Max Max 125 

27 FS Min Max Max -55 58 SF Min Max Max 125 

28 FF Min Max Max -55 59 FS Min Max Max 125 

29 SS Max Max Max -55 60 FF Min Max Max 125 

30 SF Max Max Max -55 61 SS Max Max Max 125 

31 FS Max Max Max -55 62 SF Max Max Max 125 

32 FF Max Max Max -55 63 FS Max Max Max 125 

33 SS Min Min Min 125 64 FF Max Max Max 125 

 

4.4     LCO Simulations 

After the preparation of the schematic and test bench of LCO, the simulation is carried out in DC and 

Transient analysis as follow. 
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4.4.1    DC Analysis 

To validate the operating point of the transistors that used as a cross-coupled circuit to provide negative 

resistance to the LC tank, DC analysis was made. By choosing the temperature from sweep variable and 

giving the range from −55 ℃ to 125 ℃, the simulation was made. Finally, from the DC operating point, each 

transistor is checked whether they are operating in the required region (saturation mode).  

4.4.2    Transient Analysis  

The transient simulation result is shown in Figure 4-4. The waveform with red and green color represents 

a differential output of the oscillator and the oscillation frequency and startup time for the oscillation are 

illustrated by pink and blue color respectively. The oscillation frequency is 1.024 GHz, the startup time is 

15.53 ns, and the output magnitude is 1.33 V.  

 

Figure 4-4 - LCO waveform in Transient analysis.  
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Table 4-2 - Result of LCO. 

Central Freq 1.024 GHz 

Startup time 15.53 ns 

Output Magnitude 1.33 V 

Power Consumption 11.29 mW 

 

The main objective of this project is to see the variation of the frequency against temperature. To see the 

variation of frequency for different temperature, the Eldo simulator was used. The netlist from Cadence was 

extracted and transferred to Eldo. By sweeping the temperature from -55 oC to 125 oC with a step of 5 oC, 

the graph was plotted. Figure 4-5 shows the plot of the frequency versus temperature. 

 

Figure 4-5 - Frequency Vs Temperature from Eldo simulation. 

Figure 4-3 shows an oscillator frequency is varying with the temperature. In this project, oscillator should 

have an output with a constant frequency at all performance temperature. From next section, the different 

technique used to compensate frequency will be explained.  

4.5     LCO with varactor Simulations 

The peak frequency variation (𝑑𝑓) for LCO is comparatively high which means the changes in frequency 

with temperature are significant. Now, the LCO will be simulated with Vctrl connected to two equally size 

varactor.  

By sweeping Vctrl from 0.65 to 2.65 V, gives the oscillation frequencies for all the corners cases. In every 

corner, at central frequency, Vctrl is collected and plotted Vctrl versus corners as shown in Figure 4-6. 

Some corners with Vctrl above 2.65 V are the corners, which oscillation frequency is lower than 1.024 GHz 
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and the corner with Vctrl below 0.65 V are the corner, which the oscillation frequency is higher than 1.024 

GHz.  

 

Figure 4-6 - Vctrl Vs Corners. 

After corner simulation, it is clear, at the different corner, the oscillation frequency of the oscillator is 

different. Some corners have higher and some have lower than central frequency. Therefore, the corners 

are categories into types based on the behavior of oscillation frequency they produce as shown in Table 

4-3.  

Table 4-3 - Different frequencies for the corners. 

 Type I Type II Type III Type IV 

Case 
1, 2, 3, 4, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 33, 34, 35, 36, 

49, 50, 51, 52. 

5, 6, 7, 8, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 37, 38, 39, 
40, 53, 54, 55, 56. 

9,10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 41, 42, 43, 
44, 57, 58, 59,60. 

13, 14, 15, 16, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 45, 46, 47, 48, 

61, 62, 63, 64. 

 

In order to compensate the frequency at all corners, four categories are simulated by changing the 

multiplicity of C1. The different multiplicity of C1 for each type is shown in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4 - Multiplier need for each Type. 

Type I II III IV 

Multiplier, m 17 21 13 16 

 

In Type I, the central frequency, 1.024 GHz is within 0.65 and 2.65 V of Vctrl. In Type II, the central 

frequency is below 0.65 V of Vctrl. For Type III and Type IV, the central frequency is above 2.65 V of Vctrl 

with Type III little higher frequency than Type IV.  

To compensate the frequency, a CMOS switch will be used.   

4.5.1    CMOS Switch Simulation 

As mentioned earlier that multiplicity (m) of C1 for 4 types of corners are 13, 16, 17, 21 for Type III, Type 

IV, Type I and Type II respectively.  The CMOS switch is used to add the capacitor correspondent to the 
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corner which needs to increase the frequency. We need 3 CMOS switches for 4 types of corners. The Type 

III (m =13) will simulate with turning off all the switches. The Switch 1 will turn on the corner Type III. The 

corner Type I and Type II will turn on by switch 2 and 3 respectively. Each switch will be given an instance 

value depending on the capacitance value needed at the corners to obtain 1.024 GHz. From the result of 

m, each switch need an instance value of <0:2>, <0> and <0:3> for switch 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Here, 

the value of the capacitor in the switch is same as the capacitor used in LCO but multiplicity value is 1. 

Now, with the switches, the frequency at different corners are within the desired ranges as shown in Figure 

4-7 and instance of CMOS switch required for the corners is in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5 - Instance of CMOS switch for corners. 

Type III IV I II 

CMOS switch N/A <0:2> <0> <0:2> 

 

 

Figure 4-7 - Vctrl Versus Corners with CMOS switch. 

4.6    Comparator Simulations 

From Figure 3-13, the input 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 is given voltage pulse and 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛 with a variable input (1.65 V). Figure 4-8 

is the transient response of the comparator. When 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑝 is greater than 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑛, the output is high and vice 

versa.  
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Figure 4-8 - Transient Response of the comparator. 

 

4.7     Inverter Simulations 

From the test bench of an inverter in Figure 3-15, the supply voltage is set as the voltage pulse. The 

simulation result (transient) in Figure 4-9, shows that input is inverted at the output. When an input is low 

the output is high and vice versa.  

 

Figure 4-9 - Transient Response of an Inverter. 

4.8     CMOS Voltage Follower 

When the LCO is connected to the comparator, the load from the comparator affects the differential 

waveform of the oscillator output. To avoid the load from the comparator, either a voltage follower or an 

inverter can be used at the output of LCO [30]. In this project, the CMOS voltage follower was used as it 

consumed minimum power when compared to the CMOS inverter as shown in Table 4-6. The power 

consumption for the overall circuit with voltage follower was 27.80mW and 60.02mW when inverters was 

used instead of voltage followers. 
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The structure of voltage follower is in Figure 4-10, wrap with a red text box. A CMOS analog voltage follower 

is a low-distortion circuit which is used for high-speed ADCs [31]. The transistor MN6 and MN8 are the 

current sources.  
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Figure 4-10 - LCO with a Voltage Follower. 

 

Table 4-6 - Power Consumption comparison between an inverter and a Voltage follower. 

 Power Consumption (mW) 

Inverter 60.02 

Voltage follower 27.80 

 

With the voltage follower connected at the output of the oscillator, the result at different corner has improved. 

With just Vctrl from the temperature sensor, the frequency can be compensated, and it doesn’t need an 

extra circuit, CMOS switch to compensate capacitance at the corner. In Figure 4-11, it shows the corners 

simulation where at 16 MHz the require Vctrl is within the ranges. With the Vctrl shown in the figure, it is 

possible to compensate the frequency at all corners. In section 4.9, the simulation for every corner to find 

correct Vctrl will be done. Now, the next task is to find out the slope (change in output voltage with the 

temperature) of the oscillator for every corner to design temperature sensor with correct slope and a 

reference voltage.  
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Figure 4-11 - Frequency Versus Vctrl for the corners. 

4.9     LCO with all sub-circuit Simulations 

The LCO circuit was simulated along with all the sub-circuits. The output frequency of the comparator and 

inverter is 1.024 GHz which was feed to the 64-bit frequency divider to give an output of 16 MHz. The digital 

output from the transient analysis of the comparator, inverter and frequency divider is illustrated in Figure 

4-12 and Figure 4-13.   

 

Figure 4-12 - The digital output of the comparator and an inverter. 
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Figure 4-13 - The digital of the frequency divider. 

The output of the oscillator from the frequency divider is as per the specification. However, the peak 

frequency variation is higher than specification. The simulation of all the corners gives the result as shown 

in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-14. Again, the corners are categories into different type depending on the output 

frequency.  

Table 4-7 - Output frequency at different corners. 

Corner Freq (MHz) Type 

9,10,11,12,25,26,27,28 
41,42,43,44,57,58,59,60 

15.1-15.4 Lower 

1,2,3,4,17,18,19,20, 
33,34,35,36,49,50,51,52 

15.6-15.9 Low 

13,14,15,16,29,30,32,32 
45,46,47,48,61,62,63,64 

15.9-16.5 Ok 

5,6,7,8,21,22,23,24 
37,38,39,40,53,54,55,56 

16.8-17.2 High 

 

 

Figure 4-14 - Frequency Versus Temperature for the corners. 

Higher 

 Ok 

Low 

Lower 
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To compensate the frequency drift of Table 4-7, the simulation was done by sweeping the Vctrl for the 

different types. The Vctrl that required to compensate frequency at the different type of corners and typical 

is shown in Table 4-8. At low Vctrl, the capacitance of the varactor is high, and the frequency will be low. 

Similarly, for higher Vctrl, the capacitance of varactor will be low, which result in high frequency. With this 

idea, a frequency at the different corners is compensated.  

The peak frequency variation (𝑑𝑓), was also found for all the corner cases. The 𝑑𝑓 is wider for all the cases. 

Table 4-8 - Vctrl for different corners. 

Type Lower Low Ok High Typ 

Vctrl 2.05 1.75 1.5 1.05 1.65 

𝑑𝑓(kHz) 238 254 678 302 237 

In order to find the slope (change in output voltage with temperature) of the oscillator, a simulation was 

done by sweeping Vctrl for maximum and minimum temperature. The slope is given by 

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =  
𝑉2 − 𝑉1

𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛

 4.1 

 

Based on the slope of the oscillator, the temperature sensor will be designed to have a reference voltage 

with the required correct slope.  

For the typical condition, the slope was found by the Figure 4-15. It is the transient simulation, where the 

value of Vctrl for the maximum temperature (125) and minimum temperature (-55) was captured at 16 MHz. 

The Vctrl with the value 1.54001V and 1.67109V is for Max and Min temperature respectively. The 

calculated slope is 0.728 mV/C. Which mean the temperature sensor needs to have a slope of 0.728 mV/C 

at the reference voltage of 1.65V.  

 

Figure 4-15 - Vctrl for the Max (1.67109V) and Min (1.54001V) Temperature at 16 MHz. 
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Similarly, the required slope for the different corners is calculated from the simulation result which is shown 

in Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9 - Slope (mV/C) for corners. 

Type Vctrl@maxTemp (V) Vctrl@minTemp (V) Slope (mV/C) 

Typ 1.67108 1.54001 0.728 

Lower 2.05619 1.94979 0.591 

Low 1.75554 1.62547 0.723 

Ok 1.71884 1.30381 2.305 

High 1.08885 0.77953 1.718 

 

4.10     Temperature Sensor Simulations 

Due to corner process variation for the oscillator component, there are 5 reference voltages. One for typical 

condition and the rest for the different corners. To generate the 5 reference voltage, a resistor string and a 

multiplexer were implemented.  In the Figure 4-16, VPTAT,net<39:1> and net<39:1>,gnd, where resistor is 

connected in between two nets. That is the resistor string, where 40 identical resistors are connected in the 

series. Based on the reference voltage required for the different corners, the output will be chosen from the 

correspondent tap using a multiplexer.  
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vdd
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g
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Figure 4-16 - Schematic for the Temperature Sensor (Cadence). 
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 4.10.1    Multiplexer 

The multiplexer (MUX) is the device which has N input and a single output. In CMOS process, the 

multiplexer is designed using CMOS Transmission Gate (CMOS TG) circuit as shown in Figure 4-17.  The 

NMOS (S) pass gate (PG) passes logic lows well and PMOS (So) PG passes logic high well, making the 

two complementary MOSFETs in parallel. The symbol of the CMOS TG is in Figure 4-18, where S1 select 

should be high and low for S1o.  

Table 4-10 - Sizing parameter of the transistor for the CMOS TG. 

 WF (um) LF (nm) NF M 

MN 5 340 4 1 

MP 10 300 8 1 

 

So

S

out

vdd

IN

gnd

MP

MN

 

Figure 4-17 - Schematic of a CMOS TG.  
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Figure 4-18 - Symbol of CMOS TG. 
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In Figure 4-19, the schematic of MUX is illustrated. There are 5 inputs and one output. Each CMOS TG is 

connected to the inverter. Take an example as CMOS TG with input IN1 to understand how it is turn ON. 

When an input to the inverter is high, S1 is high and it turns on the NMOS. The output of inverter which is 

low is connected to S1n which will turn on PMOS. Therefore, first CMOS TG is turn on and output is IN1. 

Similarly, remaining inputs are turn on to give an output using the same logic.  
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Figure 4-19 - Schematic of MUX. 
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The test bench of MUX is illustrated in Figure 4-20. Each input: IN1, IN2, IN3, IN4 and IN5 has different net 

number depending on the reference voltage needed.  
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Figure 4-20 - Test Bench of MUX. 

Finally, the temperature sensor test bench is prepared as in Figure 4-21. Using variable vdss1par, 

vdss2par, vdcss3par, vdcss4par and vdcss5par, each input is turn on. The design and calculation for the 

reference voltage is done theoretically and verified the simulation results.  
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Figure 4-21 - Test Bench of Temperature sensor. 
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4.10.2    Design of Temperature Sensor 

The temperature sensor is designed for a 3.3 supply voltage and current consumption of 20uA. From 

Equation 3.14, the solution for 𝑅 is: 

𝑅 =
0.026 ∗ 𝐼𝑛(8)

20𝑢𝐴
= 2.7𝐾𝑜ℎ𝑚 

4.2 

 

𝑙 =
𝑅2

𝑅1
 

4.3 

 

From Equation 3.14 and 4.3, 𝑙 and  𝑉𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇  are calculated for the requirements for the different corner. The 

theoretical value for the change in reference voltage with temperature, 
𝜕(𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹)

𝜕𝑇
  for different corners and the 

typical condition is in Table 4-11.  Using Equation 3.15, 
𝜕(𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹)

𝜕𝑇
  is calculated.  

Table 4-11 - 𝑉𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇 and  
𝜕(𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹)

𝜕𝑇
  for different corners. 

 𝐿 𝑉𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇 (V) 𝜕(𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹)

𝜕𝑇
 (𝑚𝑉/𝐶) 

Typ 28 1.65 5.02 

Lower 35 2.05 6.27 

Low 30 1.76 5.38 

Ok 25 1.47 4.48 

High 18 1.06 3.23 

 

Figure 4-22, is the DC response for the temperature sensor with the reference voltage that is required for 

the compensation of the oscillator output frequency in the typical condition.  

 

Figure 4-22 - VPTAT for the typical condition. 
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The 
∂(VREF)

∂T
 obtained is too high as per the requirement to compensate the frequency. Therefore, the 

temperature sensor circuit was modified from PTAT to a Bandgap Reference as in Figure 4-23.  

MP1 MP2 MP3

MN1 MN2

D1

D2,  K

R1

R2 L.R

vbg

I = (K.In K/q. R).T 

I1

I2

vdd

gnd

D3, K

 

Figure 4-23 - A bandgap reference circuit. 

The bandgap reference voltage will be given by  

𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹 =  𝑉𝐷3 + 𝐼. 𝐿. 𝑅 = 𝑉𝐷3 + 𝐿. 𝑛. 𝐼𝑛𝐾. 𝑉𝑇 4.4 

where 𝑉𝐷3 is the 3rd diode voltage, 𝐼 is the output current, 𝐿 is the ratio between 𝑅1 and 𝑅2. 

The change in the reference voltage with temperature is  

𝜕𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹

𝜕𝑇
=  

𝜕𝑉𝐷3

𝜕𝑇
+ 𝐿. 𝑛. 𝐼𝑛𝐾.

𝜕𝑉𝑇

𝜕𝑇
 4.5 

To determine the value of 𝐿 that cause the change in the reference voltage, equate the Equation 4.5 to 

zero. The value for  
𝜕𝑉𝐷3

𝜕𝑇
  is −1.6𝑚𝑉/𝐶 and 

𝜕𝑉𝑇

𝜕𝑇
 is 0.085 𝑚𝑉/𝐶 [32]. 

𝐿 =
1.6

𝑛. 𝐼𝑛𝐾. 0.085
 4.6 

 

Even with the bandgap reference circuit, the correct slope at correct reference voltage couldn’t be obtained. 

Therefore, the circuit was modified as illustrated in Figure 4-24. Here the output, 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑥 will be the control 

voltage. It is given by  
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𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑥 = 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝑅3 + 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 4.7 

 

where 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 is given by 𝑣𝑏𝑔 ∗
𝑅4

𝑅5
 

Depending on the corner a constant offset voltage is needed and also a correspondent PTAT slope. 

Therefore, the bandgap gives the constant offset voltage and the PTAT current the correspondent slope. 

The 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 will be independent of the temperature (generated as a normal bandgap voltage). The 

source vbg for the Voltage Control Voltage Source (VCVS) was feed from the output reference voltage of 

the bandgap. It was designed with zero slope. The only variable voltage with the temperature is 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝑅3. 

Therefore, to get the correct slope at the correct reference voltage, which was the main issue in the 

previous, two solutions were obtained with this modified circuit.  
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Figure 4-24 - Modified Bandgap reference circuit. 

Now, by adjusting the value of the resistance at  𝑅3, 𝑅4, and 𝑅5, the correct slope at the correct reference 

voltage can be obtained. The resistor string (𝑅3, 𝑅4, and 𝑅5) is the resistor which is connected in series and 

they are an identical resistor with the value 2.7 KΩ. By changing the number of the string, the value of 

resistance was adjusted. In Table 4-12 slopes and reference voltages obtained from Temperature sensor 

is compared with slope and reference voltage needed for the LCO output frequency compensation. 

The working principle of the modified circuit is as follow: The 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 current will be copied by the current 

mirror, MP4 and MP5. Then the current will pass to the current mirror, MN3 and MN4, where the current 

will flow through R3 to compensate the PTAT in R4, therefore by keeping the voltage in R4 constant in 
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temperature.  The VCVS will provide a constant voltage to the current mirror, MP6 and MP7. The current 

copied from MP7 to MP6 will then go to 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 path.  

To have higher gradient of the slope, 𝑅3 is increased and vice versa. The 𝑅4 is constant. The 𝐼𝑣𝑏𝑔 is 

controlled by 𝑅5 to have higher and lower voltage at the output, 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑥. To have higher voltage at 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡,  

𝑅5 is decreased so that 𝐼𝑣𝑏𝑔  will be higher and increased 𝑅5 to have low 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡. With those variable 

resistors, the required slope and the correct reference voltage can be obtained. 

The corner simulation for the bandgap reference voltage is shown in Figure 4-25. For all corners, the 

reference voltage is approximately equal.  

 

Figure 4-25 - Corner simulation for the bandgap reference. 

Table 4-12 - A new reference voltage and slope. 

Type 
𝑅3 

(string) 

𝑅4 

(string) 

𝑅5 

(string) 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

(V) 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑥 

(V) 

LCO 

𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹 (V) 
Slope 

(mV/C) 

 LCO 

Slope 

(mV/C) 

Typ 5 23 40 1.408 1.66 1.65 0.829 0.728 

Lower 4 23 30 1.877 2.07 2.05 0.592 0.591 

Low 5 23 38 1.482 1.74 1.75 0.830 0.723 

Ok 14 23 71 0.801 1.54 1.50 2.346 2.305 

High 10 23 105 0.543 1.07 1.05 1.686 1.718 

 

In Figure 4-26, the slope required for the oscillator for typical condition and different type of corners is 

illustrated. Next task is to simulate the oscillator with the temperature sensor. 
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Figure 4-26 - Slope for the temperature sensor. 

4.11     LCO with Temperature Sensor 

After the design of temperature sensor (bandgap reference), the final task is to connect with the LCO. The 

reference voltage generated by the bandgap reference is connected to the Vctrl of the oscillator, Figure 

3-23.  The simulation was done to check whether the output frequency of the LCO is having minimum 𝑑𝑓 

at the typical condition. Similarly, all the corners are simulated. The 𝑑𝑓 for the typical condition is illustrated 

in Figure 4-27. 

 

Figure 4-27 - A Peak frequency variation for the typical condition. 

The final result for the compensated output frequency is in Table 4-13 and graphs compared between 

compensated and not compensated output frequency is also shown below.  
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Table 4-13 - A Peak frequency Variation at output frequency (16 MHz). 

 Typ Lower Low Ok High 

Compensated (kHz) 4.04 25 22 20 25 

Not Compensated (kHz) 238 254 678 302 237 

In typical condition, the output frequency is compensated approximately 58 times lower than not 

compensated output frequency which is shown in the graph Figure 4-28. 

 

Figure 4-28 - The compensated frequency at the typical condition. 

Figure 4-29 shows the comparison between the compensated and not compensated output frequency for 

the integrated LCO at corners. The temperature sensor has compensated the output frequency 

approximately 10, 35, 15, and 10 times lower than the not compensated for “Lower”, “Low”, “Ok” and “High” 

respectively.  

 

Figure 4-29 - Comparison between not compensated and compensated output frequency. 
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4.12     Final Analysis 

This work demonstrates an implementation of LCO into CMOS technology with no external components 

and to compensate the output frequency of the integrated LCO. The total frequency error obtained is 

±256ppm which is lower than the specification, ±500ppm. Table 4-14, is the final result of this thesis.  

Due to the complexity of the trimming circuit, it was difficult to get the correct slope at the correct reference 

voltage required for each corner. Hence, the compensation for the output frequency is not as minimum as 

per the specification for the different corner. 

The reason for not meeting the specification for the corner:  

The trimming circuit, temperature sensor itself is a complex circuit which required a lot of time for analyzing 

and designing. The expected technique for the trimming circuit which actually should be compensated the 

output frequency wasn’t like expected. A PTAT circuit was changed to a bandgap reference and the 

bandgap reference was modified to get the correct reference voltage. However, given more time, the 

specification can be fulfilled with the idea presented in this thesis.     

Table 4-14 - The Final Result. 

 
Output Freq. 

(MHz) 
Duty Cycle 

Total Freq. 
error 

𝑑𝑓 (kHz) 
Power 

Consumption 

Spec. 16 50% ±500ppm 8.00 ≤ 30mW 

This work 16 50% ±256ppm 4.04 27.8mW 

[2] 25 50% ±152ppm 19.00 59.4mW 
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5 CONCLUSION 

This master thesis demonstrated an implementation of integrated LCO into CMOS technology with no 

external components.  The steps involved in the design of integrated LCO with characteristics specified for 

the space industry are documented. In the final chapter, the accomplishments, and the future work related 

to the circuit will be discussed briefly. 

5.1     Accomplishments 

All the objectives established at the beginning of this project was accomplished and the results obtained 

are considered satisfactory.  

An accomplished work for this thesis are listed below. 

• Creation of project library in Cadence. 

• Bibliography of relevant architectures. 

• Creation of schematics using the CMOS 130 nm technology. 

• Definition of key performances in every schematic. 

• Generation of test benches. 

• Validation of test benches. 

• Prepare the document of this thesis and deliver to the IST. 

Every sub-circuit created in this project was sized correctly so that the circuit will operate in define 

specification and in interaction with the other sub-circuits to obtain the final result. 

There are many possible ways to improve the results. Owing to the time constraint, possible inexperience 

in the field and complexity of the calibration circuit are factors which hinder the perfect result of this project.   

5.2     Future Work 

In this thesis, the work has done till the design of the circuit in schematic and validated the netlist. Finally, 

simulate the circuit for the final result. The next stage involves the creation of the layout and validation of 

the performance before fabrication to obtain the IC. 

The suggestions for the future work for this project: 

In order to have an output frequency of the integrated oscillator with minimum peak frequency variation, it 

is important to consider a recalculation of the Temperature Sensor design. With a correct slope and the 

reference voltage, it will be possible to improve the results.   
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APPENDIX A – CIRCUIT NETLIST 

Netlist of LC Oscillator. 

 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: LC_Oscillator 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt LC_Oscillator gnd ibias out_n out_p vdd 

 

i3 vdd out_n PULSE 0 1e-6 0 1e-12 1e-12 1e-9 1 

xl0 out_p out_n 0 0 l_nwsy20k_rfvil od=257e-6 w=3e-6 s=4e-6 nt=5 

xm6 ibias ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 out_p out_n net64 0 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=10 

xm5 net64 ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=15 

xm4 out_n out_p net64 0 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=10 

xm1 out_p out_n vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=30 

xm2 out_n out_p vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=30 

xc1 out_p out_n gnd gnd MOMCAPS_RF l=20e-6 nf=10 nm=3 d=500e-9 m=22 

.ends LC_Oscillator 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_test_Bench 

** Cell name: LC_Oscillator 

** View name: schematic 

 

i1 net13 ibias DC=200e-6 

v0 net13 0 DC=3.3 

xi0 0 ibias out_n out_p net13 LC_Oscillator 
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Netlist of Comparator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: comparator 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt comparator gnd out vdd vinn vinp 

xm0 net28 net20 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm1 out net28 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm2 net20 net20 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 net20 vinn net23 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm4 out net28 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 net28 vinp net23 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm6 net23 net20 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends comparator 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_test_Bench 

** Cell name: comparator 

** View name: schematic 

 

xi20 0 out net020 vinn vinp comparator 

v4 vinp 0 PULSE 0 3.3 1e-9 1e-6 1e-6 1e-9 2e-6 

v0 vinn 0 DC=vinn 

v5 net020 0 DC=3.3 
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Netlist of Inverter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt inverter in out vdd vss 

xm1 out in vss vss N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm0 out in vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends inverter 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_test_Bench 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

v4 in 0 PULSE 3.3 0 0 1e-9 1e-9 10e-9 20e-9 

v1 net027 0 DC=3.3 

xi0 in out net027 0 inverter 
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Netlist of CMOS switch. 

 

 
** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt inverter in out vdd vss 

xm1 out in vss vss N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm0 out in vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends inverter 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: cmos_switch 

** View name: schematic 

 

xc2 net25 net32 gnd gnd MOMCAPS_RF l=20e-6 nf=10 nm=3 d=500e-9 m=1 

xm4 net32 net54 vn vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=10e-6 lf=300e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 vp net54 net25 vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=10e-6 lf=300e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm2 net25 vctrl vp gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 vn vctrl net32 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xi0 vctrl net54 vdd gnd inverter 
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Netlist of Frequency Divider. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt inverter in out vdd vss 

xm1 out in vss vss N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm0 out in vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends inverter 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: Latch 

** View name: schematic 

 

.subckt Latch d q q1 gnd vdd 

xi6 net038 q vdd gnd inverter 

xi2 q1 net034 vdd gnd inverter 

xm8 net78 net74 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm7 net038 q1 net78 net78 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm4 net70 d 0 0 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 net74 net034 net70 net70 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm6 net038 net034 net96 net96 gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 net96 net74 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm2 net74 q1 net87 net87 gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm1 net87 d vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends Latch 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: freqDivider 

** View name: schematic 

 

xi4 q q net26 gnd vdd Latch 

xi20 net26 net26 net25 gnd vdd Latch 

xi2 net25 net25 net16 gnd vdd Latch 

xi1 net16 net16 net21 gnd vdd Latch 

xi0 net21 net21 net31 gnd vdd Latch 

xi10 net31 net31 q1 gnd vdd Latch 
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Netlist of Temperature Sensor. 

.param vdcs3par=3.3 

.param vdcs1par=0 

.param vdcs2par=0 

.param vdcs4par=0 

.param vdcs5par=0 

 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt inverter in out vdd vss 

xm1 out in vss vss N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm0 out in vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends inverter 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: CMOS_TG 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt CMOS_TG in s so gnd out vdd 

xm1 in so out vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=10e-6 lf=300e-9 nf=8 m=1 

xm0 in s out gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=4 m=1 

.ends CMOS_TG 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: MUX 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt MUX in1 in2 in3 in4 in5 out s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 gnd vdd 

xi18 s1 s1n vdd gnd inverter 

xi19 s2 s2n vdd gnd inverter 

xi20 s4 s4n vdd gnd inverter 

xi21 s3 s3n vdd gnd inverter 

xi22 s5 s5n vdd gnd inverter 

xi14 in2 s2 s2n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi15 in4 s4 s4n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi16 in3 s3 s3n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi17 in5 s5 s5n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi7 in1 s1 s1n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

.ends MUX 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: TempSensor_1234 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt TempSensor_1234 gnd output outx s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 vbg vdd 

e1 net_161 gnd VCVS vbg1 vbg 1e5 

xi258 net3_3 net3_4 net3_4 net3_14 net3_10 output s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 gnd vdd MUX 

xr0 net_108 net_180 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_15 outx net3_14 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_14 net3_14 net3_13 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_13 net3_13 net3_12 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_12 net3_12 net3_11 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_11 net3_11 net3_10 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_10 net3_10 net3_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 
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Netlist of Temperature Sensor continued 

xr21_9 net3_9 net3_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_8 net3_8 net3_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_7 net3_7 net3_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_6 net3_6 net3_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_5 net3_5 net3_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_4 net3_4 net3_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_3 net3_3 net3_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_2 net3_2 net3_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_1 net3_1 vconstant vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_10 vconstant net2_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_9 net2_9 net2_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_8 net2_8 net2_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_7 net2_7 net2_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_6 net2_6 net2_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_5 net2_5 net2_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_4 net2_4 net2_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_3 net2_3 net2_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_2 net2_2 net2_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_1 net2_1 gnd vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_23 vbg1 net4_22 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_22 net4_22 net4_21 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_21 net4_21 net4_20 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_20 net4_20 net4_19 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_19 net4_19 net4_18 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_18 net4_18 net4_17 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_17 net4_17 net4_16 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_16 net4_16 net4_15 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_15 net4_15 net4_14 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_14 net4_14 net4_13 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_13 net4_13 net4_12 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_12 net4_12 net4_11 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_11 net4_11 net4_10 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_10 net4_10 net4_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_9 net4_9 net4_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_8 net4_8 net4_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_7 net4_7 net4_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_6 net4_6 net4_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_5 net4_5 net4_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_4 net4_4 net4_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_3 net4_3 net4_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_2 net4_2 net4_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_1 net4_1 gnd vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_10 vbg net_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_9 net_9 net_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_8 net_8 net_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_7 net_7 net_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_6 net_6 net_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_5 net_5 net_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_4 net_4 net_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_3 net_3 net_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_2 net_2 net_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_1 net_1 q2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 
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mnm11 net_123 net_123 gnd gnd N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm12 vconstant net_123 gnd gnd N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm7 net_137 net_133 0 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=5e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=30 

mnm2 net_135 net_137 0 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=50e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=1 

mnm1 net_133 net_133 net_177 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm0 net_135 net_133 net_108 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mpm4 vbg net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm7 net_123 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm6 outx net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm8 vconstant net_161 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=30 

mpm9 vbg1 net_161 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=30 

mpm5 net_133 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm0 net_135 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

xq1 gnd gnd net_177 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=1 

xq0 gnd gnd net_180 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=6 

xq2 gnd gnd q2 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=6 

mpm2 net_137 net_133 vdd vdd P_HG_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=50e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=1 

.ends TempSensor_1234 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_test_Bench 

** Cell name: TempSensor_1234 

** View name: schematic 

xi22 0 output outx s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 vbg net5 TempSensor_1234 

v6 s5 0 DC=vdcs5par 

v2 s4 0 DC=vdcs4par 

v4 s3 0 DC=vdcs3par 

v5 s1 0 DC=vdcs1par 

v3 s2 0 DC=vdcs2par 

v0 net5 0 DC=3.3 
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.param vdcs3par=3.3 

.param vdcs1par=0 

.param vdcs2par=0 

.param vdcs4par=0 

.param vdcs5par=0 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: inverter 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt inverter in out vdd vss 

xm1 out in vss vss N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm0 out in vdd vdd 0 P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends inverter 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: Latch 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt Latch d q q1 gnd vdd 

xi6 net038 q vdd gnd inverter 

xi2 q1 net034 vdd gnd inverter 

xm8 net78 net74 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm7 net038 q1 net78 net78 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm4 net70 d 0 0 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 net74 net034 net70 net70 N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm6 net038 net034 net96 net96 gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 net96 net74 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm2 net74 q1 net87 net87 gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm1 net87 d vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends Latch 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: freqDivider 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt freqDivider q q1 gnd vdd 

xi4 q q net26 gnd vdd Latch 

xi20 net26 net26 net25 gnd vdd Latch 

xi2 net25 net25 net16 gnd vdd Latch 

xi1 net16 net16 net21 gnd vdd Latch 

xi0 net21 net21 net31 gnd vdd Latch 

xi10 net31 net31 q1 gnd vdd Latch 

.ends freqDivider 

** End of subcircuit definition. 
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** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: comparator 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt comparator gnd out vdd vinn vinp 

xm0 net28 net20 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm1 out net28 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm2 net20 net20 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=15e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm3 net20 vinn net23 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm4 out net28 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 net28 vinp net23 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm6 net23 net20 gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=2 m=1 

.ends comparator 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: CMOS_TG 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt CMOS_TG in s so gnd out vdd 

xm1 in so out vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=10e-6 lf=300e-9 nf=8 m=1 

xm0 in s out gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=340e-9 nf=4 m=1 

.ends CMOS_TG 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: MUX 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt MUX in1 in2 in3 in4 in5 out s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 gnd vdd 

xi18 s1 s1n vdd gnd inverter 

xi19 s2 s2n vdd gnd inverter 

xi20 s4 s4n vdd gnd inverter 

xi21 s3 s3n vdd gnd inverter 

xi22 s5 s5n vdd gnd inverter 

xi14 in2 s2 s2n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi15 in4 s4 s4n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi16 in3 s3 s3n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi17 in5 s5 s5n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

xi7 in1 s1 s1n gnd out vdd CMOS_TG 

.ends MUX 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: TempSensor_1234 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt TempSensor_1234 gnd output outx s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 vbg vdd 

e1 net_161 gnd VCVS vbg1 vbg 1e5 

xi258 net3_3 net3_4 net3_4 net3_14 net3_10 output s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 gnd vdd MUX 

xr0 net_108 net_180 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_15 outx net3_14 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_14 net3_14 net3_13 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_13 net3_13 net3_12 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_12 net3_12 net3_11 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_11 net3_11 net3_10 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_10 net3_10 net3_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 
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xr21_9 net3_9 net3_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_8 net3_8 net3_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_7 net3_7 net3_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_6 net3_6 net3_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_5 net3_5 net3_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_4 net3_4 net3_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_3 net3_3 net3_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_2 net3_2 net3_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr21_1 net3_1 vconstant vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_27 vconstant net2_26 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_26 net2_26 net2_25 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_25 net2_25 net2_24 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_24 net2_24 net2_23 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_23 net2_23 net2_22 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_22 net2_22 net2_21 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_21 net2_21 net2_20 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_20 net2_20 net2_19 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_19 net2_19 net2_18 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_18 net2_18 net2_17 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_17 net2_17 net2_16 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_16 net2_16 net2_15 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_15 net2_15 net2_14 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_14 net2_14 net2_13 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_13 net2_13 net2_12 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_12 net2_12 net2_11 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_11 net2_11 net2_10 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_10 net2_10 net2_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_9 net2_9 net2_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_8 net2_8 net2_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_7 net2_7 net2_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_6 net2_6 net2_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_5 net2_5 net2_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_4 net2_4 net2_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_3 net2_3 net2_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_2 net2_2 net2_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr18_1 net2_1 gnd vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_23 vbg1 net4_22 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_22 net4_22 net4_21 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_21 net4_21 net4_20 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_20 net4_20 net4_19 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_19 net4_19 net4_18 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_18 net4_18 net4_17 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_17 net4_17 net4_16 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_16 net4_16 net4_15 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_15 net4_15 net4_14 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_14 net4_14 net4_13 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_13 net4_13 net4_12 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_12 net4_12 net4_11 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_11 net4_11 net4_10 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_10 net4_10 net4_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_9 net4_9 net4_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_8 net4_8 net4_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_7 net4_7 net4_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_6 net4_6 net4_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_5 net4_5 net4_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 
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xr17_4 net4_4 net4_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_3 net4_3 net4_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_2 net4_2 net4_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_2 net4_2 net4_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr17_1 net4_1 gnd vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_10 vbg net_9 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_9 net_9 net_8 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_8 net_8 net_7 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_7 net_7 net_6 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_6 net_6 net_5 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_5 net_5 net_4 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_4 net_4 net_3 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_3 net_3 net_2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_2 net_2 net_1 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

xr9_1 net_1 q2 vdd gnd RNHR_RF w=1.8e-6 l=5.19e-6 d=500e-9 m=1 

mnm11 net_123 net_123 gnd gnd N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm12 vconstant net_123 gnd gnd N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm7 net_137 net_133 0 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=5e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=30 

mnm2 net_135 net_137 0 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=50e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=1 

mnm1 net_133 net_133 net_177 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mnm0 net_135 net_133 net_108 0 N_HGLV_33_L130E w=10e-6 l=3e-6 as=3.6e-12 ad=3.6e-12 ps=20.72e-6 

pd=20.72e-6 m=1 

mpm4 vbg net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm7 net_123 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm6 outx net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm8 vconstant net_161 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=30 

mpm9 vbg1 net_161 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=30 

mpm5 net_133 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

mpm0 net_135 net_135 vdd vdd P_HGLV_33_L130E w=30e-6 l=3e-6 as=10.8e-12 ad=10.8e-12 ps=60.72e-6 

pd=60.72e-6 m=1 

xq1 gnd gnd net_177 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=1 

xq0 gnd gnd net_180 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=6 

xq2 gnd gnd q2 PNP_NVL20_RF we=5e-6 le=2e-6 m=6 

mpm2 net_137 net_133 vdd vdd P_HG_33_L130E w=160e-9 l=50e-6 as=94.4e-15 ad=94.4e-15 ps=1.32e-6 

pd=1.32e-6 m=1 

.ends TempSensor_1234 

** End of subcircuit definition. 
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Netlist of LCO Topology continued  

 

 

** Library name: Thesis_Schematic 

** Cell name: oscillator 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt oscillator gnd ibias out_n out_p vdd 

c0 vctrl gnd 1e-6 

xi44 gnd vctrl net057 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 net060 vdd TempSensor_1234 

v4 s3 0 DC=vdcs3par 

v2 s4 0 DC=vdcs4par 

v6 s5 0 DC=vdcs5par 

v3 s2 0 DC=vdcs2par 

v5 s1 0 DC=vdcs1par 

i3 vdd net84 PULSE 0 1e-6 0 1e-12 1e-12 1e-9 1 

xc1 net104 net84 gnd gnd MOMCAPS_RF l=20e-6 nf=10 nm=3 d=500e-9 m=10 

xm2 net84 net104 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=30 

xm1 net104 net84 vdd vdd gnd P_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=30 

xm15 out_n ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm4 net84 net104 net85 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=10 

xm3 net104 net84 net85 gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=500e-9 nf=2 m=10 

xm6 ibias ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm5 net85 ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=15 

xm14 out_p ibias gnd gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=1 

xm11 vdd net104 out_p gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=15 

xm10 vdd net84 out_n gnd N_33_RF wf=5e-6 lf=700e-9 nf=2 m=15 

xl0 net104 net84 gnd gnd l_nwsy20k_rfvil od=256e-6 w=3e-6 s=4e-6 nt=5 

xc3 net84 vctrl gnd VARMIS_33_RF w=10e-6 l=2e-6 nf=4 m=4 

xc2 net104 vctrl gnd VARMIS_33_RF w=10e-6 l=2e-6 nf=4 m=4 

.ends oscillator 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: Thesis_test_Bench 

** Cell name: overall1 

** View name: schematic 

xi28 out inv 0 net33 freqDivider 

xi27 0 com net6 out_n out_p comparator 

xi26 0 net2 out_n out_p net15 oscillator 

i1 net15 net2 DC=500e-6 

v0 net15 0 DC=3.3 

v6 net15 net6 DC=0 

v10 net15 net33 DC=0 

v7 net15 net29 DC=0 

xi13 com inv net29 0 inverter 


